DESCRIPTION

The ADJUSTABLE WORKSTATION SHELF is an improved and updated version of the Hubbell Workplace Solutions accessory shelf. Improvements include: (1) Fully adjustable mounting bracket spacing. (2) Positive tilt adjustment. (3) Reinforced shelf. (4) E-Z NUT™ insert & twist trak nuts allow installation without sliding bracket in from top.

CAUTION

Maximum capacity not to exceed 50 lbs(22.5kg).

INSTALLATION

1. Install mounting angles at desired height on vertical supports by inserting E-Z NUT™ into trak opening, finger tightening to be sure E-Z NUT™ rotates to clamp bracket to trak, and fully tightening bolt. Depending on application, angles may face outward (as shown in Fig.1) or inward. Be sure brackets are at same height.

2. Assemble shelf brackets to OUTSIDE of mounting angles (Fig.2). Depending on application, flanges may face outward (as shown in Fig.2) or inward. Place lower bolt in proper hole to achieve desired angle. Be sure large washers are inserted between mounting angles and shelf bracket. Tighten securely.

3. Loosen, but do not remove, trak nuts on tops of shelf bracket flanges. Slide shelf onto brackets with trak nuts inside lateral rails (Fig 3). Center shelf on workstation and tighten bolts to clamp in place.

4. Install End Caps into ends of lateral rails (Fig.4)